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In order to describe generators of a subgroup of finite index of the unit
 .group U ZG of the integral group ring ZG of a finite group G, two main
constructions have been used.
One construction is based on the idea of using units in Z H for some
H - G. In the case of cyclic groups we have Bass cyclic units, analogous to
the cyclotomic units of cyclotomic fields.
 . .The other construction uses the fact 1 q x 1 y x s 1 for any x with
2  .x s 0. Bicyclic units arise in this way using x s a y 1 ba for a, b g GÃ
my 1 j  .with a s  a , where m s ord a .Ã js0
For a large class of groups G it is known that the subgroup generated by
 . Bass-cyclic and Bicyclic units has finite index in U ZG e.g., for odd
w x w x.nilpotent groups RS , for groups without a fixed point free image JL .
But in general these units are not enough. New units must be constructed,
and this is much harder and seems to require solutions of norm equations
which, as far as we know, in only a few cases are known. Giambruno and
w xSehgal GS used such solutions to construct units B in order to handle3
some nilpotent fixed point free groups.
By enlarging Z to the ring of integers R of abelian number fields this
w xdifficulty can be avoided. For example, if R s Z z then the generalized<G <
Bass cyclic units BR and two-sided bicyclic units BR generate a subgroup1 2
 . w x w xof finite index in U RG for any finite group G JL, 4.8 , Se, 28.9 }
except the case G s S , which remains to be handled.3
Here we construct units over smaller fields by using norms and Gauss
sums. For an element a g G of order m g pN, p an odd prime, we define
my1
2 2  .py1 r2" j p j’x s a y m ? p* a " a with p* s y1 p. 1 .  .  .Ã   /a
js0
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It turns out that x " ? x . s 0, and therefore for any y g RG the elementsa a
1 q xqyxy , 1 q xyyxqa a a a
’are units in RG, if p* g R. We call these units the Gauss units and
denote by G R the group generated by them.
According to the classification of Zassenhaus there are four types of
 wfinite solvable groups with fixed point free representations see Wo,
x6.1.11 . A group G of type I is generated by two elements a, b with
relations am s 1 s bn and ab s ar, where m, n, r are natural numbers
  . .  . <such that n r y 1 , m s 1 and d s ord r has the properties d nZ r mZ.=
and every prime divisor of d divides nrd. We are interested in the case
r s y1. Our result is
THEOREM. Let G be a group of type I with r s y1. Suppose that all
prime di¨ isors p of m ha¨e remainder 3 mod 4 and m is not a power of 3. Set
R R < .  :’K s Q yp : p m and R s O . Then B , G is of finite index inK 1
 .U RG .
This gives a finite set of generators as R is a finitely generated
Z-module.
1. NORMS AND GENERALIZED BASS CYCLIC UNITS
Let G denote any finite group. The Bass cyclic units in ZG are units of
the form
1 y iwd. .w d2 iy1u g , i s 1 q g q g q ??? qg q g .  . Ã
d
with g g G of order d, 0 - i - d prime to d, and g s 1 q g q ??? qg dy1.Ã
w xBy a theorem of Bass and Milnor Se, 13.1 units of this form generate a
 .subgroup of finite index in U ZG for a finite abelian group G.
Ritter and Sehgal generalized this in order to get enough units in OG,
w xwhere O is the ring of integers in a cyclotomic field. Set O s Z z with z
a root of unity. They defined BO to be the group generated by th Bass1
cyclic units which are of the form
1 y iwd. $ .w d2 iy1u g , « , i s 1 q g« q g« q ??? q g« q g« .  .  . .
d
 :  .with g g G, « g z , d s ord g« , and 0 - i - d prime to d. Again the
 .group generated by these units has finite index in U OG for G finite
abelian.
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w xApplying the induction theorem of Bass, Milnor, and Lam Se, 19.35
 .these units give a subgroup of finite index in K OG for arbitrary1
finite G.
We are interested in units of RG, where R is the ring of integers of an
abelian number field K, and G is a finite group. In order to apply the
induction theorem we have to find enough Bass cyclic units in RG. One
way to do this is by taking norms.
Therefore we introduce the norm map. Let LrK be a finite Galois
 .extension of number fields with rings of integers O resp. R and Galois
group G. Let A be a finite abelian group. G acts on OA by acting on the
 .  .  .coefficients, and g u g U OA for u g U OA and g g G. Since A is
abelian
N u s g u .  .L r K
ggG
 .does not depend on the ordering and is well defined. Obviously N uL r K
 .  .  .  .g U RA for u g U OA and N : U OA ª U RA is a homomor-L r K
phism.
LEMMA 1. N has finite cokernel.L r K
 .  . nProof. We know that U RA is finitely generated. Since N u s uL r K
 .  .   ..  .for n s L : K and u g U RA , N U RA has finite index in U RA .L r K
  ..   ..Now the result follows from the fact N U RA : N U OA .L r K L r K
Returning to our situation, we take a cyclotomic field L containing K.
Let O be the ring of integers in L. The Galois group G of L over K
operates on BO by operating on the coefficients. So for g g G and1
 .  .  .g  g .u g, « , i g U OG a Bass cyclic unit we have u g, « , i s u g, « , i and
  ..  .g  :N u g, « , i s  u g, « , i g R g ; RG. These units we callL r K g g G
generalized Bass cyclic units. This definition depends on the choice of L,
and for bigger cyclotomic fields we expect more units. But as long as we
are only interested in subgroups of finite index this freedom does not
matter. One canonical choice for L is the conductor field of K.
PROPOSITION 1. Let R be the ring of integers in an abelian number field K,
and let BR be the group of units in RG generated by the generalized Bass1
R  .cyclic units. Then the image of B under the natural map j: U RG ª1
 .K RG is of finite index.1
w xProof. The Bass]Milnor]Lam induction theorem Se, 19.55 implies
   ..:that j U RC generates a subgroup of finite index as C runs over the
cyclic subroups of G. So it is sufficient to prove that we can get for each
 .cyclic subgroup C a subgroup of finite index in U RC using generalized
Bass cyclic units. Using Lemma 1 and the result of Ritter and Sehgal
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  ..  . O  .N U OC has finite index in U RC and B ; U OC has finiteL r K 1
 .  O .  .index in U OC . Therefore, also N B has finite index in U RC .L r K 1
 O .Since N B is generated by the generalized Bass cyclic units in RC,L r K 1
this proves the proposition.
2. GAUSS UNITS
Let G be a finite group. Given a group element a g G of order m one
can find for each irreducible character x of G a corresponding matrix
 .  .representation D s D : CG ª Mat C such that D a is a diagonalx dx
matrix
« 01
. .D a s , . . 00 «d
where « , . . . , « are mth roots of unity.1 d
w x mA polynomial in Z X having « , . . . , « as roots is X y 1, and the1 d
m  . my 1 j w xdecomposition X y 1 s X y 1 ?  X in Z X leads to the bicyclicjs0
m w xunits. Other decompositions of X y 1 in Z X have been studied by
Ritter and Sehgal; they give no progress over Q.
We are now interested in other number fields, especially quadratic
w xnumber fields. Following the notation of La we define, for coprime
integers t, m with m ) 0, the Gauss sum
my1
22p i r m. t jG t , m s e , 2 .  .
js0
t .  .and we use the known equations G t, m s G 1, m for m odd and /m
k .  .py1 k ky1 r4k ’G 1, p s y1 p* . .  .
k k¡’p , if p ' 1 mod 4 , .~s 3 .
k k¢’i p , if p ' 3 mod 4 , .
t py1.r2 .with p* s y1 for odd prime p and is the Jacobi symbol. /m
Related to this we define for an odd prime p and m s pk
my1 my1
2 2" j j p j’ ’ w xx X [ X y m ? p* X " X g Z p* X . 4 .  .   /m  /js0 js0
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LEMMA 2. If « is an mth root of unity with m s pk for some odd prime p
then
x " « ? x . « s 0. 5 .  .  .m m
Proof. The case « s 1 is trivial. Suppose now « s e2p i tr p l for 0 - l F k
 . py1.r2and t g Z prime to p, and let v s y1 . Then
pky1 p ky1
2 2" j p j’x « s ym p* « " « .  m  /js0 js0
ply1 p ly1y1
22 jkyl j kylq1 p’s ym p* p « " p « .  /js0 js0
2 kyl l ly1’s yp p* G t , p " pG t , p .  . .
t t
2 kyl l ly1’s yp p* G 1, p " v p* G 1, p .  .l ly1 /  / /p p
t .3 l2 kyl l ly1.r2’ ’s yp p* v p* l / p
tly1 ly1. ly2.r2q1 ’"p*v p* ly1 / /p
l ly1t tlq12 kyl l ly1.r2 ’s yp v p* " . 6 . .  /  / /p p
q . y .Since both summands are either 1 or y1, either x « s 0 or x « s 0,m m
 .and 5 is proved.
" " .Substituting a group element a of order m for X we get x [ x a ga m
" .w x  .  .  .’Z p* G as defined in 1 . Now by Lemma 2 we have D x ? D x s 0a a
" . w x’for every matrix representation D, and therefore x ? x s 0 in Z p* G.a a
This shows that the elements
1 q xqyxy , 1 q xyyxqa a a a
’are actually units in RG, where R contains p* and y g RG. Since these
units arise from Gauss sums we call them Gauss units o¨er R and denote
by G R the group generated by them.
 .Remark. The Gauss sum equation 3 is only an example for relations
of roots of units which can be used to create units in integral group rings
 . <G <over number fields. Over Q z every splitting of X y 1 can be used to<G <
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construct units, and that leads to the generalized bicyclic units given by
Ritter and Sehgal.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Let G be a fixed point free group of type I as in the theorem, so
 m n b y1:G s a, b N a s 1 s b , a s a
<  . <with m, n g N such that 4 n, m, n s 1, and every prime divisor p m is
 .congruent 3 mod 4 y p always denotes a prime number. We restate the
theorem more precisely:
 < . <’THEOREM. Let K s Q yp : p m and R s O . For each p m we letK
a be a generator of the Sylow p-subgroup of G of order m and definep p
x " s x ". If m is not a power of 3 then the subgroup generated by BRp a 1p
 q y y q4  .and the set 1 q x RGx , 1 q x RGx has finite index in U RG .p p p p
Remark. The case m g 3N has to be excluded for the same reasons as
w xS must be excluded in Theorem 29.9 in Se .3
For the proof of this theorem we use the following criterion:
w xPROPOSITION 2 Se, 22.8 . Let K be an algebraic number field, R its ring
of integers, and G a finite group such that KG is a direct sum of matrix rings
  .:o¨er fields. Suppose that M is a set of units of RG so that J M has finite
 .  .  .index in K RG where J: U RG ª K RG is the natural map. Suppose1 1
furthermore that N : RG satisfies for each noncommutati¨ e simple compo-
nent that the projection of N onto this component has finite index in the
integral special linear group. If no simple component of KG is a 2 = 2 matrix
ring o¨er the rationals or o¨er an imaginary quadratic field then the group
 .generated by M and B has finite index in U RG .
By Proposition 1 the condition on M is satisfied for M s BR. Next we1
have to investigate the image of G R in the noncommutative Wedderburn
components of KG.
First we study the absolutely irreducible characters of G. By C we
denote the normal cyclic subgroup, generated by a and b2, of index 2 in G.
The dual group C* has nmr2 linear characters, and nr2 of them have a
 .  b.  y1 .  .y1in their kernels. If « g C* with « a / 1 then « a s « a s « a
 . b  . G ./ « a . Therefore « / « , that is, Stb « s C. So ind « is irreducibleG C
 :  :of degree 2 by Clifford's theory. Furthermore Gr a ( b is abelian and
so G has n linear characters. These are all the characters, because
  . .n q 4 n m y 1 r2 r2 s nm.
The linear characters correspond to commutative simple components
of KG.
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G .  .Now let x s ind « be an induced irreducible character with « a / 1.C
y1 .  .  .  .’Since Q z q z , yp s Q z for p ' 3 mod 4 we know L s K xp p p
 .s K « .
The induced matrix representation D given by
« a 0 2 . 0 « b .D a s , D b s .  .  / /0 « a . 1 0
and
« b2 0 .2D b s . 2 /0 « b .
 .is a projection of KG on the Wedderburn component Mat L belonging2
to x . Obviously L / Q, and L can only be imaginary quadratic if L s
N’ .  < .’Q y3 , which implies m g 3 because K s Q yp : p m must be
’ .contained in Q y3 .
 . <  .Now since « a / 1 there exists a prime p m such that « a / 1. Letp
a be of order pk. For this fixed p we study the image of x " under « andp p
 . lD. Suppose « a is a root of unity of order p for some l g N, sop
 . 2p i tr p l  .« a s e for some t prime to p. Using 6 we getp
l ly1t tlq1 .l ly1 r2" 2 kyl ’« x s yp y1 yp " .  . .p  /  / /p p
l y12p i?y t .r p  .and, since « a s e and s y1 as p ' 3 mod 4 , .p  /p
lq1 .l ly1 r2" 2 kyl ’« x s yp y1 yp .  . .p
l ly1t tl ly1
= y1 " y1 . .  . /  / /p p
l lq1.r2 2 kyl lq1 .  . w x’ ’With q [ 2 y1 p yp g Z yp we get
q 0 0 0q yD x s " and D x s " .  .p p /  /0 q0 0
t t
in the cases l even and s 1 or l odd and s y1, and we get /  /p p
0 0 q 0q yD x s " and D x s .  .p p /  /0 q 0 0
in the other cases.
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 R.To finish the proof we have to show that D G is of finite index in
 . w xSl O . By the theorem of Vaserstein Se, 19.34 it is enough to show that2 L
 R.  .  .D G contains an elementary subgroup E Q : Sl O for some O -2 2 L L
ideal Q. With the results above
q 0 0 01 0" .D 1 q x RGx s q D RG , . .p p   /  /  /0 q0 1 0 0
0 0 q 01 0 q D RG . . 5 /  /  /0 q0 1 0 0
Since
y y 2q 0 0 0 1 q y1 0 11 12 12q s , /  /  /y y / 0 q  /0 1 0 0 21 22 0 1
1 0y y0 0 q 01 0 11 12q s ,2 /  /  /y y /0 q  /q y 10 1 0 021 22 21
 .we have to calculate the sets of all y resp. y appearing as correspond-12 21
 .ing entries of D RG . The group ring RG is the set of elements of the
form
y s a ak b2 l q b ak b2 lb 7 . l , k l , k
k , l k , l
with a , b g R and 0 F k - m , 0 F l - 2 ny1. Thenk , l k , l p
l lk k2 2 2a « a « b b « a « b « b .  .  .  .  . k , l k , l
k , l k , l
D y s . 8 .  .l lyk yk2 2b « a « b a « a « b .  .  .  . k , l k , l 0
k , l k , l
w x w  .  2 .xUsing Proposition III.17 in La we see O s R « a , « b , and so everyL
 .  R.element of O appears as a y resp. y . Therefore D G containsL 12 21
 2 .E q O and the theorem is proved.2 L
Remark. It seems to be much harder to find interesting units in ZG.
One problem is that in order to find a nilpotent element in a Wedderburn
component of QG complicated equations have to be solved. As an exam-
ple we investigate the group G and use the notation as above. An element
 .  .y g QG is of the form 7 with a , b g Q. Then 8 shows thatk , l k , l
  ..  .  .  2 .  .k  2 . ldet D y s N a y N b « b is 0 for a s  a « a « b ,L r K L r K k , l k , l
 .k  2 . l =  .  2 .b s  b « a « b g L if and only if N arb s « b . But ak , l k , l L r K
solution of this norm problem is in general not known, as far as we know.
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Another problem is that exceptional Wedderburn components such as
2 = 2 matrix rings over the imaginary quadratic fields and skew fields
cannot be handled by the known methods.
 .COROLLARY. If m is power of a prime p ' 3 mod 4 at least 7, then, for
Rw . x ’R s Z 1 q y p r2 , the subgroup generated by B and the set 1 q1
q y y q4  .x Gx , 1 q x Gx has finite index in U RG .p p p p
w xProof. This follows from the proof of the theorem by using O s R «L
w xs Z « .
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